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Résumé

Data Quality Manager drive a strong Data Quality Management culture within team particularly focusing on
improving Master Data Quality and enabling Master Data Governance by publishing KPIs & Reports. Drives
Data Quality enhancement across the organization for consistency, correctness and completeness. Support
and facilitate data enabled decision making for Novartis internal customers by providing quality data

About the Role

Major accountabilities:

Analyze complex data quality enrichment and cleansing requests from Data Stewards and Data
Champions
Envision the Data Quality strategy, metrics and framework
Implement data cleansing and linking strategy as per documented data quality improvement strategy
Plan and execute Data Quality corrections for various functions and light house projects Liaise with the
Data Stewards, Data Champions and Data Solution Designer to realize agenda of continuous and active
Data Governance
Responsible for rolling out the periodical Data Quality assessments, DQ KPI measurements, Gap
analysis & Continuous improvement to ensure that active Data Governance is achieved, and data quality
meets business need and complies with mandatory standards
Develop training materials, documents on scope of the reports, data quality rules and various data
governance modules
Provide analytical support to business by publishing Excel/QlikView/QlikSense reports for Data quality
Perform root cause analysis on data inconsistencies highlighted by users and recommending
improvements.
Develop and confirm data dictionary rules ensuring business understands the rules and its value for
improving data quality

Essential Requirements:

9+ years of experience in multiple Data Quality Management projects with hands on experience in
relevant technologies like Informatica Data Quality (IDQ) or SAP Information Steward.
2+ years of experience working with cloud (AWS or Azure) data technologies.
Ability to write SQL queries to conduct data validations and probe quality issues with data
Excellent analytical skills with advanced knowledge of MS Excel’s data analysis features.

Desirable Requirement:
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Effective Communication
Problem Solving
Analytical Skills
Process Management
Innovation
Supply-Chain Management

Why Novartis: Our purpose is to reimagine medicine to improve and extend people’s lives and our vision is to
become the most valued and trusted medicines company in the world. How can we achieve this? With our 
people. It is our associates that drive us each day to reach our ambitions. Be a part of this mission and join us!
Learn more here: https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

You’ll receive: You can find everything you need to know about our benefits and rewards in the Novartis Life
Handbook. https://www.novartis.com/careers/benefits-rewards

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion: 
Novartis is committed to building an outstanding, inclusive work environment and diverse teams'
representative of the patients and communities we serve. 

Join our Novartis Network: If this role is not suitable to your experience or career goals but you wish to stay
connected to hear more about Novartis and our career opportunities, join the Novartis Network here:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network.

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Division
Operations
Business Unit
Innovative Medicines
Emplacement
Inde
Site
Hyderabad (Office)
Company / Legal Entity
IN10 (FCRS = IN010) Novartis Healthcare Private Limited
Functional Area
Opérations techniques
Job Type
Full time
Employment Type
Regular
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